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                    Harry and Ron are very different but similar at 
the same time. Harry Potter and Ron Weasly are both 
from the Harry Potter books.They 
both have been told to use hand me downs but a big 
difference between them is their family.Harry doesn't have 
a family but Ron has a huge family.  
 
 
 
 

                                   Appearances 
Harry has black messy hair (in the books) and Ron has 
red and very formal hair. As I mentioned earlier, Ron is 
bigger and taller than Harry. Harry is the average size for 
a person his age. Also one of the most crucial things that 
Harry has that is different from Ron is his lightning scar. 
Although they are very different in appearance, they have 
some similarities. Both Harry and Ron are the same age 
so they will look young or old at the same time. 



  
 

  
                         Actions/Motives 

Harry and Ron both have similar motives, 
one of them being to defeat Voldemort. 
Harry, as the main character is the one to 
defeat Voldemort every book. Ron is just a 
friend of Harry but he has contributed 
crucial parts to the story every once in a 
while. What do you expect if the book is 
named after Harry? 
 



                         Voldemort 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
             Personality 
Ron is not responsible and likes to play 
around but but Harry is more serious. For 



example Ron likes to pass notes in class 
and barely passed O.W.L.S (exams) while 
Harry cares about school and he cares 
about beating Voldemort. He never just 
stops thinking about it, he stresses to much. 
Although they are different they are both 
brave and leaders.  

 

                      PETS! 
Ron Weasly has a lot of pets. Some of the 
pets I will be mentioning are Weasley family 
pets. Harry has one pet, A snowy owl 
named Hedwig. Harry was gifted Hedwig 
for his birthday and first year at Hogwarts 
School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. This 
was surprisingly his first birthday present. 
Hedwig delivers mail for Harry and 



understands everything Harry says, she is 
very loyal to him. Once, she flew all the way 
to france for a present to one of Harry’s 
friends.  

 

         Ron has a lot of pets. When I say a lot 
I mean a lot! Scabbers was a rat that was 
passed down from Ron’s brother Percy 
as a pet. The rat turned out to be a man 
named Peter Pittigrew, he was transformed 



into a rat with magic. Ron could not keep 
him as a pet any longer. Ron was gifted a 
Scops Owl because he couldn't keep 
Scabbers anymore. Ginny named him 
Pigwidgeon, but Ron did not like that name 
so he called him Pig. Ron had a frog in his 
bedroom but there is not much else to say 
about it. The Weasleys had gnomes in their 
backyard and around their house. They're 
not nice and don't use kind words. 
The Weasleys were tired of having the 
gnomes around so they threw them out of 
the house. Crookshanks, Hermione’s cat 
chased them out of the yard so that helped 
too. Ron did have a ghoul that was 
transformed to look like him so he could 
skip school but I wouldn't call it a pet. 

 
 



 Conclusion 
 

 In the end, Ron and Harry are similar and 
different in their own ways. They are both 
unique characters that contribute good 
parts to the story 


